
Name: Christopher Pioli 
Title: Race to the Boom 
 
Summary: You are the leader of one of four nations at war. You wish to end the war 
by building a nuclear weapon to act as a deterrent, but you have learned the other 
nations have the same plans. You must be the first Leader to finish development 
before your rival Nations; protecting yourself from your enemies’ attacks and 
sabotaging their development. 
 
Items: 

• Four Leader pieces 
• Four Engineer pieces 
• Four Strategist pieces 
• Four General pieces 
• Four Treasurer pieces 
• Gold currency bits and purple cloth sack 
• Wooden cube blocks and gray cloth sack 
• Four hexagon shaped Compass Points 

 
Setup:  
 

• Players sit in a circle facing inwards. 
• Fill the purple sack with the gold currency bits, fill the gray cloth sack with 

the wooden cube blocks, and place both bags in the center of the play area. 
• Each Player takes one Leader piece to represent themselves in the game.  
• Each player takes four Blocks and places them in front of their Leader piece. 
• For each Player participating in the game, take one engineer, one strategist, 

one general, and one treasurer and place them in the center of the play area.  
• Each Player takes one Compass Point and places it in to their Leader piece’s 

side.  
• The remaining pieces are not used, and can be placed in the box or kept 

outside of the playfield. 
 
Gameplay: 
 

• Decide which Player has the first Turn.  
o If you have played Race to the Boom previously, the Player that 

acquired the least number of Agents from the previous game should 
play first. 

o If there is a tie between Players who acquired the least number of 
Agents, the Player that acquired their final Agent last will play first. 

• Taking Turns: At the start of their turn, the Acting Player must choose two of 
the five Actions listed on the next page. They cannot use the same Action 
twice in a single Turn. 



o Generate Funds: The Acting Player takes two gold pieces from the 
purple sack and places them next to her Leader piece. This money is 
used to hire Agents. 

o Build: “Increase the Defense Points of the Acting Player’s Outer Wall 
by two.” 

▪ The Acting Player takes two wooden cube blocks from the gray 
cloth sack and places them in front of her Leader. 

▪ Each block represents one Defense Point to the Nation’s Outer 
Wall. 

▪ A Player’s Outer Wall cannot exceed 6 Defense Points. 
▪ When a Player’s Outer Wall has 0 Defense Points, it is 

considered “breached.” If attacked 
o Defend: “Choose to protect yourself from one other Player until the 

start of your next turn.”  
▪ The Acting Player places their Compass in front of their Outer 

Wall (or its general location, if the Outer Wall has been 
breached), then points the Compass’s arrow towards the 
Player they will defend against.  

▪ At the start of the Acting Player’s next turn, the Acting Player 
will return their Compass Point behind their Leader, indicating 
it is no longer in play. 

▪ (In 2-player games, this Action is not available) 
o Fire cannons: Attack the Nation belonging to the Player positioned to 

the left or the right of the Acting Player, dealing two points of damage 
to the Targeted Player’s Outer Wall. 

▪ The Attacking Player can only attack the Player to her left or 
right. 

▪ The Targeted Player removes two blocks from her Outer Wall 
and returns them to the gray sack. 

▪ If the Targeted Player’s Compass Point is aimed at the 
Attacking Player, then that Nation’s Outer Wall takes no 
damage. No blocks are removed from the Targeted Player’s 
Outer Wall nor are they returned to the gray sack. 

▪ If the Targeted Player has no Defense Points (i.e. her Outer 
Wall has no blocks), then the Targeted Player’s wall has been 
“breached.” The Attacking Player takes a number of gold pieces 
from the Targeted Player equal to the amount of damage that 
was not absorbed by Outer Walls. If the Targeted Player’s 
Compass Point is aimed at the Attacking Player, then the 
Attacking Player cannot take any gold (and the Attacking 
Player cannot re-use their Action). 

▪ If the Targeted Player’s Outer Wall has been breached and she 
has no gold, the Attacking Player may take one of the Targeted 
Player’s Agents if and only if the Attacking Player has not yet 
acquired that particular Agent. If the Targeted Player’s 
Compass Point is aimed at the Attacking Player, then the 



Attacking Player cannot take an Agent from the Targeted 
Player (and the Attacking Player cannot re-use their Action). 

o Hire an Agent: Once an Acting Player has acquired enough money to 
hire an Agent, they return an amount of gold bits to the purple sack 
equal to the cost of the Agent they want to hire, then take the Agent 
they want to hire and place it behind their Leader piece. This Action 
can only be used on the Acting Player’s Turn, and only if the Acting 
Player has enough gold pieces to hire an Agent. Only one Agent can be 
hired in a single Turn. 

• Once the Acting Player has performed 2 Actions, their Turn ends and the 
Player to their left becomes the new Acting Player. 

• Agents: 
o Each Agent has an Ability that can be used during a Player’s Turn. 

Only one Agent’s Ability can be used in a single Turn, and the Ability 
can only be used once the Acting Player has hired that particular 
Agent. 

o To use an Agent’s Ability, the Acting Player must move the 
corresponding Agent’s piece in front of their Leader piece and 
announce to all Players the Ability they are using. 

o Every Agent’s name, cost, and Ability are listed: 
▪ The Engineer (20 gold), “Super Fortification”: The Acting 

Player immediately uses the Build Action, and her Outer Wall 
gains 4 Defense Points. The Acting Player is unable to use the 
Build Action or Super Fortification on their next Turn. 

▪ The Treasurer (25 gold), “Fast Taxation”: Must be the first 
Action the Acting Player uses on her Turn. Gain 6 Gold Pieces. 
The Player’s Turn ends once this Action is completed. 

▪ The General (25 gold), “Stalwart Guard”: Must be the first 
Action the Acting Player uses on her Turn. When this is Active, 
the Players on the Active Players left and right are unable to 
Attack the Acting Player. The Acting Player’s Turn ends 
immediately, and the Acting Player will only have one Action 
for their next Turn. The Player cannot use an Agent Ability on 
their next Turn. 

▪ The Strategist (20 gold), “Volley Save”: Must be the first Action 
the Acting Player uses on her Turn. On the Acting Player’s next 
Turn, the Acting Player can use the “Fire Cannons” Action 
twice, and this is the only Action that can be used that Turn. No 
other Action can be performed in her next Turn. 

• If the Acting Player uses the Stalwart Guard or Volley Save abilities, their 
Agent must remain in front of the Leader piece until the end of the Player’s 
next Turn. If the Player removes the Agent before their next Turn, the Agent’s 
Ability is no longer in effect.  
 

 



Win Conditions:  
 
The first Player to hire a Treasurer, an Engineer, a Strategist, and a General will be 
able to build the Atomic Bomb, start the nuclear armistice, and win the game. 


